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Abstract
Selective bond-breaking in a molecule with the use of photons opens the way to control chemical

reactions. We demonstrate here that dissociation of a molecule can be efficiently achieved by first

photoexciting a neighboring atom or molecule. On the example of the giant He-H2 dimer, we

show that simultaneous ionization and excitation of the helium atom induces H2 dissociation with

a high probability. The excited He+ ion transfers its excess energy via Interatomic Coulombic

Decay (ICD) or Electron Transfer Mediated Decay (ETMD) to H2 which is then singly or doubly

ionized, respectively. In both cases, the molecular ion dissociates effectively within a few tens of

femtoseconds. Molecular bond-breaking induced by ICD and ETMD are expected to be general

phenomena, which provide alternatives to standard photochemistry.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Absorption of light by molecules induces electronic and nuclear rearrangement. One of

the ultimate goals of photochemistry is thus to selectively break a bond of a molecule with

the use of photons [1, 2]. This has been realized by acting directly on molecules through the

use of combined light sources [3, 4], shaped strong-field laser pulses (see [5–10] and references

therein) or X-ray photons (see for example [11–13] and references therein).

In the present study, we demonstrate that breaking the covalent bond of a molecule

can be efficiently achieved by first photoexciting a neighboring atom or molecule. Such an

indirect process may be an alternative to standard photochemistry for embedded systems.

On the example of the He-H2 dimer, we show that simultaneous ionization and excitation of

the helium atom induces H2 dissociation with a high probability. Using accurate ab initio

electronic structure calculations and quantum dynamical simulations, we reveal that the

excited He+ ion transfers its excess energy via Interatomic Coulombic Decay (ICD) [14] to

H2, causing the ejection of an electron and yielding H+
2 . While isolated H+

2 is stable, the

presence of the nearby He+ leads to the dissociation of the molecular ion. Additionally,

owing to Electron Transfer Mediated Decay (ETMD) and non-adiabatic couplings in the

final states, charge transfer between the species can take place leading to the creation of two

protons and a neutral helium atom. The overall process can be described as follows:

He− H2
hν−→ He+∗(n = 2)− H2

ICD−→ He+(1s) + H+
2

ETMD−→ He(1s2) + H++
2

{
99K He+(1s) + H+ + H

99K He(1s2) + H+ + H+
(1)

ICD and ETMD are general and efficient non-radiative electronic deexcitation processes

for atoms or molecules embedded in a chemical environment [14, 15]. ICD was first measured

in neon clusters following inner valence electron ionization [16, 17]. Later, ICD was observed

in water clusters [18–20]. Since these pioneer works, it was found in many diverse systems

(see [20, 21] for two recent reviews). One of its characteristics is that it rapidly (typically

on the femtosecond timescale) creates two charges on neighboring species which leads to a

strong Coulomb repulsion between these two species. ETMD has been also commonly found

in weakly bound systems such as rare gas clusters [15, 22–24] and in solutions [25] (see [26]

for the complete bibliography on ICD and ETMD).

In this work, we have simulated fully quantum mechanically the ICD and ETMD processes

in the giant He-H2 dimer. Owing to the weak interaction between the helium and the

hydrogen molecule and the low atomic masses, remarkable quantum effects take place: the

nuclear wavefunction is exceptionally delocalized along the distance between the helium atom

and the center of mass of the H2 molecule, a so called quantum halo state [27]. The distance

between helium and H2 can be up to about 50 Å. Furthermore, the probability density of this

halo state has no noticeable dependence on the orientation of the H2 molecule [28]. Owing to

its relevance in astrophysics and its fundamental importance (as one of the simplest quantum
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systems), structure and energetics of the He-H2 dimer have been thoroughly investigated

[28–33].
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Figure 1. Cuts of the potential energy surfaces and of the initial nuclear wavefunction at rH2 =

0.74 Å (left) and R = 3.17 Å (right). In the left panel, the energies were shifted by the minimum of

the isolated H2 potential. The lower panels correspond to the electronic ground state of He-H2 and

the initial nuclear wavefunction. The upper panels show the cuts for the decaying states He+∗(2p)-

H2 (A1 in black line, B1 in red dashed line and B2 in blue dashed-dotted line). The middle panels

represent the triplet (black line), singlet He+-H+
2 (red dashed line) and He-H++

2 (red dashed-dotted

line) final electronic states. Two-dimensional potential energy surfaces are shown in appendix.

II. THEORY

To investigate the possibility of a bond breaking process induced by ICD and ETMD,

we consider only ionization and excitation of helium into the 2p orbitals since the state

corresponding to He+(2s) should contribute less to the decay, as in [34]. Furthermore, we

neglect the ICD channels leading to high excited states of H+
2 since they correspond to higher

order processes and their partial decay widths are thus expected to be small. We focus on

a T-shape structure between the helium and the hydrogen molecule, i.e. with an angle of

π/2 between the H2 axis and the line joining the He and the center of mass of H2 [35]. In
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the following, the H2 bond length is denoted as rH2 and the distance between the He atom

and the H2 center of mass is R.

In our calculations, we consider the following electronic states labeled according to their

symmetry in the C2v point group: the ground state He-H2 (1A1), the ionized decaying

states He+∗(2p)-H2 (2A1,
2B1 and 2B2), the doubly-ionized singlet and triplet final states

He+-H2
+ (1,3A1) and the singlet final state He-H2

++ (1A1). The potential energy surface

of the ground state He-H2 dimer was taken from [31]. The surfaces of the decaying and

triplet final electronic states have been computed using a fully-correlated method (Full

Configuration Interaction method) with an aug-cc-pVDZ basis set [36, 37], as implemented

in the GAMESS-US ab-initio program [38]. Similar to the lowest states of singly-ionized

He-H2 [39], non-adiabatic couplings between the two singlet final electronic states take place.

The corresponding potential energy surfaces and couplings have been determined using the

multistate density functional theory (MSDFT) [40–42]. In MSDFT, a set of spin-adapted

valence bond-based diabatic states is constructed to form the active space. In the present

study, altogether four states (two covalent and two ionic states) were used. They are: (1)

He+ and the ground state of H+
2 , (2) He+ and the first excited state of H+

2 , (3) the ground

state of He and two protons, and (4) the first excited state of He and two protons. Then,

the potential energy surfaces and couplings are obtained using the Configuration Interaction

method. The MSDFT calculations were performed using a modified version of the GAMESS-

US program. The PBE0 functional was used with the aug-cc-pVDZ basis set.

The decay widths were calculated with the Fano-ADC-Stieltjes method [43]. The par-

titioning of the configuration space into the bound states and continuum subspaces was

performed using the generalized localization procedure as described in [44]. The calcula-

tions were carried out using the MOLCAS quantum chemistry package [45] and our own

implementation of the ADC(2)x method. The cc-pV6Z basis set [46] was used on all atoms.

This basis set was augmented by [9s,9p,9d] and [8s,8p,8d] continuum-like Gaussian functions

of Kaufmann-Baumeister-Jungen (KBJ) type [47] on the He atom and H atoms, respectively.

Additional [5s,5p,5d] KBJ basis set was placed at the center of mass of the cluster. This

choice ensured both stable and convergent Stieltjes imaging procedures and good conver-

gence of the resulting decay widths. The decay widths depend strongly on the distance

between He and H2 (see appendix) and only weakly on the H2 bond length. We therefore

include the R dependence of the widths in the nuclear dynamics calculations. The widths

are however taken at the equilibrium distance of H2.

The nuclear dynamics of the ICD and ETMD processes were conducted using the time-

dependent approach reported in [48, 49]. In short, the ground state nuclear wavepacket is

brought to the decaying electronic state according to the Franck-Condon principle. Owing

to the weak interaction between He and H2 in the neutral ground state, it is assumed that

the dipole transition moment for the transition He→He+∗(2p) + e− does not depend on the

cluster geometry and is thus taken as a constant in our calculations. During its propagation

on the decaying state, the wave packet gradually decays to the final electronic state. After
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the decay, the system is doubly charged and the corresponding potential energy surface

is repulsive, the system thus dissociates. The nuclear dynamics has been performed with

the Heidelberg Multi-Configurational Time-Dependent Hartree (MCTDH) package [50–53]

(see appendix for computational details). Complex absorbing potentials (CAPs) [54] are

employed for the dissociative final states to account for the outgoing boundary conditions.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The cuts of the potential energy surfaces at rH2 = 0.74 Å and R = 3.17 Å are depicted

in Fig. 1 (the two-dimensional potential energy surfaces are shown in appendix). Along

R, the potential energy curve of the initial electronic ground state exhibits a minimum at

R = 3.17 Å, which is about 1 meV deep. However, owing to the exceptional quantum

nature of the system, the binding energy lies only a few µeV below the dissociation limit,

resulting in an extremely delocalized nuclear wavefunction, as shown in the figure. After

simultaneous excitation and ionization of helium, the nuclear wavefunction is promoted to

one of the decaying states. The corresponding potential energy curves have a minimum

around R = 1.5-2 Å. The nuclear wavepacket therefore moves towards shorter R after the

photoexcitation-ionization step. During this propagation, the wavepacket decays gradually

to the final electronic states. The potential energy curves of the latter are dissociative along

R for the He+-H+
2 states owing to the Coulomb repulsion between these species, while the

curve for He-H++
2 exhibits a minimum around R = 2 Å. Along rH2 the potential energy curves

of the initial and decaying states are similar to that of isolated H2 because the interaction

with the helium atom is weak. The potential energy curve of the triplet and singlet He+-H+
2

final states have a minimum around rH2 = 1 Å corresponding to the equilibrium distance of

H+
2 . However, for rH2 larger than about 4 Å these potential energy curves become repulsive

due to the presence of the nearby He+. The potential energy curve of the singlet He-H++
2 is

repulsive for all rH2 distances.

At this level of description it is already clear that ICD and ETMD can lead to two

different three-body fragmentation channels: either He+, H+ and H fragments or He, H+

and H+ fragments are produced. In contrast, the usual Coulomb explosion after ICD leads to

a two-body fragmentation, where the H+
2 remains intact as a molecule. To go further, we have

calculated the branching ratio of each channel using the nuclear dynamics simulations. In

order to gain insights into the dissociation dynamics taking place after the electronic decay,

we first show in Fig. 2 the time-evolution of the nuclear probability density propagated

on the triplet final state after decay from the A1 decaying state. Before the decay, the

wavepacket had propagated on the A1 state for 100 fs after the initial photoexcitation and

ionization of the He atom. In this figure the time τ = 0 fs corresponds to the moment of

decay. Similar results are obtained for the other decaying states and for longer decay times.

As seen in Fig. 2, after the decay H+
2 is either left in highly excited vibrational levels or it
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Figure 2. Effective time-evolution of the nuclear probability density propagated on the triplet final

state He+-H+
2 after decay from the A1 decaying state, whose wavepacket had propagated for 100

fs after the initial ionization process. Here the time τ = 0 fs corresponds to the moment of decay

(see appendix for details).

dissociates. Indeed, the wavepacket on the final state moves quickly to larger rH2 distances:

at τ = 10 fs the wavepacket is centered at rH2 = 2.5 Å. By τ = 20 fs a part of the wavepacket

has returned to shorter rH2 distances (i.e. highly excited H+
2 ) while another part continues

to move towards asymptotic rH2 distances (i.e. H2 bond breaking). By τ = 30 fs, the

wavepacket corresponding to vibrationally excited H+
2 has moved away from the He+ due to

the mutual Coulomb repulsion while the other part of the wavefunction has reached large

asymptotic rH2 distances.

The decay probabilities for each decay channel are reported in Table I. Our quantum dy-

namics calculations show that, for each decaying state, about 90% of the nuclear wavepacket

decays via ICD and ETMD. Within these pathways, we have evaluated the probability of

each fragmentation channel. The branching ratios for the three decaying states and the three

types of fragmentations (i.e. He++H+
2 , He++H++H and He+H++H+) are listed in Table I.

For each channel, the contributions of the triplet and singlet final states are summed to-

gether. As seen in the table, the total branching ratio (i.e. average over all decaying states)

of the three-body fragmentation channels is about 60%, illustrating the high efficiency of

ICD and ETMD induced bond breaking. Among the three-body fragmentation channels,
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A1 B1 B2

Radiative decay 11.9 11.7 10.0

ICD 62.4 51.3 46.6

ETMD 25.7 37.0 43.4

He+ + H+
2 45.1 35.9 48.9

He+ + H + H+ 30.6 38.3 24.5

He + H+ + H+ 24.3 25.8 26.6

Table I. Decay probabilities (in %) for each decay channel and branching ratios (in %) for the

two-body and three-body fragmentations. For each symmetry, the branching ratios sum to 100%

(i.e. the radiative decay is not included in the calculations of these branching ratios).

the two types, He++H++H and He+H++H+, contribute nearly equally.

The results shown above are general and thus independent of any experimental scheme.

However, to further illustrate the efficiency of ICD and ETMD induced bond breaking,

it is relevant to discuss the competition with other processes in a typical photoionization

experiment. In most experimental works on these relaxation processes, a single photon

is used to initiate them. In the case of He-H2, a photon with energy above 65.4 eV is

necessary to simultaneously ionize and excite the helium atom (see previous works on helium

dimer [55, 56]). For a photon energy around 70 eV, the ratio between the cross section for

ionization-excitation to He+(2p) and single ionization of helium is about 10% [57, 58]. The

single ionization cross section of helium in this energy range is around 1 Mbarn (see for

example [59]). For comparison, at these photon energies the single ionization cross section

of H2 is about 10 times smaller and the ratio of dissociative ionization and non-dissociative

ionization of H2 is around 25% [60–62]. ICD and ETMD induced H2 bond breaking is

therefore larger than what can be achieved with a single photon directly acting on H2.

It should also be mentioned that direct double ionization of He-H2 dimer leading to the

same final states as the ones following ICD and ETMD is expected to be negligible: in the

case of helium dimer, which is similar to the present system, the efficiency of these decay

processes is a few orders of magnitude larger than direct double ionization (see Fig.2 in

[63]). Furthermore, direct double ionization would not lead to the same fragments as the

ones produced via ICD and ETMD because there is significant nuclear dynamics in the

He+(2p)-H2 states which is essential to reach the final states in the region where H2 bond

breaking takes place.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have demonstrated that hydrogen molecular bond breaking can be efficiently achieved

by first ionizing and exciting the helium atom in the giant He-H2 dimer. This indirect pho-
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todissociation process, which is mediated by ICD and ETMD, exhibits a branching ratio

of more than 60%. He-H2 has been employed in this work as a proof-of-principle system

because it allows a very accurate theoretical description. However, molecular photodissoci-

ation induced by ICD and ETMD is expected to be general since the forces in play and the

interatomic and molecular distances where the process takes place are similarly encountered

in many systems in nature (see for example [64, 65]). Our work shows that a better control of

molecular photodissociation may be achieved through interatomic decay processes, opening

thus new possibilities in photochemistry and photophysics.
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Appendix A: Computational Details

In the following, the doubly-ionized singlet and triplet states of He+-H2
+ and the singlet

state of He-H2
++ are termed s, t and α, respectively. As described in the main text, the

two singlet final states s and α couple non-adiabatically. Since there is no coupling between

the different decaying states, we have performed the calculations independently for each of

them, and in the following d stands generically for one of the decaying states A1, B1, or B2.

Following the theoretical approach in [66], the nuclear wavepacket’s equations of motion

on the populated electronic states throughout the process are given by,

i|ψ̇d(t)〉 = (Ĥd − i
Γd + Γph

2
)|ψd(t)〉 (A1a)

i|ψ̇t(Ee, t)〉 = Ŵtd|ψd(t)〉+ (Ĥt + Ee)|ψt(Ee, t)〉 (A1b)

i|ψ̇s(Ee, t)〉 = Ŵsd|ψd(t)〉+ (Ĥs + Ee)|ψs(Ee, t)〉+ V̂sα|ψα(Ee, t)〉 (A1c)

i|ψ̇α(Ee, t)〉 = Ŵαd|ψd(t)〉+ (Ĥα + Ee)|ψα(Ee, t)〉+ V̂αs|ψs(Ee, t)〉 (A1d)

where |ψd(t)〉 and |ψ{t,s,α}(Ee, t)〉 denote the nuclear wavepackets of the decaying and final

states, respectively, while Ee represents the energy of the emitted electron. The operators

Ĥx and Ŵfd represent the Hamiltonian of state x and the transition matrix element from

the decaying state d to the final state f . The total decay width is denoted as Γd and that

of the radiative decay as Γph (the latter is taken from [55]). Finally, V̂sα = V̂αs describes the
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coupling between the two singlet final states. The decay widths and the potential energy

surfaces are shown in Fig. A1 and in Figs. A2-A3, respectively.
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Figure A1. R-dependence of the decay widths from the decaying states A1 (left), B1 (middle), and

B2 (right) to the final states. The solid line shows the total decay width, while the dashed-dotted,

dashed, and dotted lines show the partial decay widths to the triplet, singlet, and Electron Transfer

Mediated decay (ETMD) channels, respectively.

Figure A2. Diabatic potential energy surfaces of the singlet final states (He+-H2
+ (blue) and

He-H2
++ (orange)).

As there is no coupling between the triplet and the singlet state, the propagation on the

triplet final state (t) can be carried out independently. For the coupled singlet states (s

and α) one can combine their final state wavefunctions into a two-component vector, and

their respective Hamiltonians and transition matrix elements into a 2-by-2 matrix, so that
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Figure A3. Contour plots of the potential energy surfaces for the decaying states (top), final states
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horizontal axis shows the H-H distance (rH2) while the vertical axis shows the He-H2 distance (R),

both in Ångstrom. Note that the final states are shown with a more extended coordinate range.

Eqs. (A1c) and (A1d) can be combined into the form

i|ψ̇f (Ee, t)〉 = Ŵfd|ψd(t)〉+ (Ĥf + Ee)|ψf (Ee, t)〉 (A2)

which is formally the same as Eq. (A1b) for the triplet state. In the following we use Eq. (A2)

to discuss how to analyse the final state wavefunction ψf , which stands for either ψt or the

two-component vector (ψs, ψα).

We are interested in the branching ratios (BRs) for the possible dissociation channels, i.e.

the two-body channel He++H+
2 or the three body channels He++H++H and He+H++H+.

The BRs are directly proportional to how much of the final state wavepacket reaches the

respective asymptotic regions. To quantify this, we add to the final state Hamiltonian

complex absorbing potentials (CAPs) which are placed outside the interaction region. The
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CAP terms have the form −iŴγ where γ stands for the dissociation channel, and Ŵγ is

real-valued and non-negative. The loss (per time) of wavefunction norm due to the CAP is

given by 2〈ψf (Ee, t)|Ŵγ|ψf (Ee, t)〉, so that the total amount of the wavefunction absorbed

by the CAP in channel γ for the emitted electron energy Ee is given by

BRγ(Ee) = 2

∫ ∞
0

dt 〈ψf (Ee, t)|Ŵγ|ψf (Ee, t)〉 (A3)

The CAPs are placed on both the R and rH2 degrees of freedom. For the two-body channel

the nuclear wavepacket is absorbed by the CAP in R direction, while for the three-body

channels it is absorbed by the CAP in rH2 direction. Furthermore, for the singlet states we

analyse the amount of wavefunction absorbed by the CAP on each state separately, in order

to differentiate between the He+-H+-H and the He-H+-H+ channels.

Here we are only interested in the total BRs, i.e. integrated over Ee, in which case the

computation can be simplified so that no separate calculations for different values of Ee are

required. Namely, Eq. (A2) has the formal solution

|ψf (Ee, t)〉 = −i
∫ t

0

dt′ e−i(Ĥf+Ee)(t−t′)Ŵfd|ψd(t′)〉 (A4)

Inserting into Eq. (A3) and integrating over Ee yields

BRγ = 2

∫
dEe

∫ ∞
0

dt

∫ t

0

dt′
∫ t

0

dt′′ 〈ψd(t′)|Ŵfd e
i(Ĥf+Ee)(t−t′) Ŵγ e

−i(Ĥf+Ee)(t−t′′) Ŵfd|ψd(t′′)〉

= 2

∫ ∞
0

dt

∫ t

0

dt′
∫ t

0

dt′′
∫
dEe e

−iEe(t′−t′′)〈ψd(t′)|Ŵfd e
iĤf (t−t′) Ŵγ e

−iĤf (t−t′′) Ŵfd|ψd(t′′)〉

= 4π

∫ ∞
0

dt

∫ t

0

dt′〈ψd(t′)|Ŵfd e
iĤf (t−t′) Ŵγ e

−iĤf (t−t′) Ŵfd|ψd(t′)〉

= 4π

∫ ∞
0

dt′
∫ ∞
0

dτ 〈ψd(t′)|Ŵfd e
iĤf τ Ŵγ e

−iĤf τ Ŵfd|ψd(t′)〉 (A5)

where in the last step we made use of the fact that
∫∞
0
dt

∫ t
0
dt′ =

∫∞
0
dt′

∫∞
t′
dt and we

substituted τ = t − t′. Defining the abbreviation |ψf (τ, t′)〉 = exp(−iĤfτ)Ŵfd|ψd(t′)〉 we

obtain

BRγ = 4π

∫ ∞
0

dt′
∫ ∞
0

dτ 〈ψf (τ, t′)|Ŵγ|ψf (τ, t′)〉 (A6)

In practice, the upper integral boundaries in Eq. A6 are replaced by finite times such that

(for the integral over τ) the matrix elements in Eq. A6 become neglible, or such that (for

the integral over t′) the decaying state wavefunction ψd(t
′) has neglible norm left.

Using this method, calculating the branching ratios only requires the computation of

|ψd(t)〉 (“first propagation”) via Eq. A1a until t is large enough so that the state d is mostly

depopulated, and subsequently computing exp(−iĤfτ)Ŵfd|ψd(t′)〉 (“second propagation”)

for a set of times t′ such that the integral over t′ in Eq. A6 is converged. Notably, this

approach avoids explicitly computing the time evolution of the final state wavepackets as
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per Eqs. A1b-A1d, which would be very computationally demanding as these would have to

be solved for multiple values of the emitted electron energy, and would require a long time

propagation as the decaying state wavepacket |ψd(t)〉 (which enters as a source term into

Eqs. A1b-A1d) only decays slowly. In contrast, the “second propagations” that are required

for Eq. A6 finish comparatively quickly as they can be stopped as soon as the wavepacket

exp(−iĤfτ)Ŵfd|ψd(t′)〉 has been mostly absorbed by the CAP. On the other hand, this

approach does not yield the actual time-evolution on the final electronic states as described

by Eqs. A1b-A1d for a particular electron energy, but an effective (integrated over Ee) time-

evolution on the final state that would happen if the wavepacket from the decaying state

would not decay gradually but instantaneously at the specific decay time t′. Figure 2 in the

main text shows precisely this effective time-evolution on the triplet final state for a decay

from state A1 at t′ = 100 fs.

Due to the non-adiabatic coupling between the two singlet final states, ICD and ETMD

contribute to both three-body He+-H+-H and He-H+-H+ fragmentation channels. In calcu-

lations of the BRs as presented in Tab. I, the contributions of the two transitions were added

incoherently in each fragmentation channel. The reason for this choice is twofold. First, for

correct coherent description, knowledge of the relative phase of the electronic wave functions

after ICD and ETMD transitions is necessary. However, this information is not available

in the ab initio Fano-ADC method. Only the partial decay widths Γfd = 2π|Wfd|2 [66]

are computed and the complex phases of the couplings Wfd are lost. Second, the phase

depends on the molecular geometry. Since the decaying nuclear wavepackets are broad, cor-

responding averaging over geometries is expected to lead to fast dephasing [67], supporting

the incoherent description of the fragmentation process.

The quantum molecular dynamics computations for the above-mentioned “first” and “sec-

ond” propagations are performed via the Multi-Configurational Time-Dependent Hartree

(MCTDH) method [50–52] using the Heidelberg MCTDH software package [53].

Due to the dissociative nature of the ICD final state, large coordinate ranges with suffi-

ciently small grid spacing must be employed in all degrees of freedom to account for the large

kinetic energy that develops on the final states. Thus, the calculations were performed using

587 points of a sine discrete variable representation (DVR) to cover the range from 0.7 to

30.0 bohr for rH2 , while 2048 grid points of a Fast-Fourier Transform (FFT) representation

are employed for R to cover the range from 0.95 to 103.30 bohr. Only the decay from B2

to the singlet final state requires 3072 FFT points to account for a larger nuclear kinetic

energy encountered during the dissociation.

The initial wavepacket was created via relaxing a Gaussian wavepacket centered at rH2 =

1.449 bohr and R = 20.0 bohr, using 8 single particle functions (SPFs), and convergence was

determined by the ground state energy being stable to within 10−9 eV. This ground state

wavepacket was then directly placed (vertical excitation) onto the PES of the decaying state

d (being either A1, B1, or B2) where the “first” propagation according to Eq. A1a was carried

out in order to obtain |ψd(t)〉. The Hamiltonian for state d was augmented with a CAP in the

12



State relaxation first propagation second propagation

SPFs SPFS duration/fs SPFS (t/s/α) duration/fs

GS 8

A1 8 100,000 15/15/15 300

B1 8 10,000 15/18/16 300

B2 8/10∗ 20,000 20/20/20 300

Table II. Number of single particle functions (SPFs) used for the MCTDH propagations on the

given states, and duration of those propagations in fs. ∗ More SPFs required for the B2 → singlet

decay.

R degree of freedom in order to capture the small amount of the wavepacket that undergoes

direct dissociation in the intermediate state. Here we also employed 8 SPFs for all decaying

states, except for the aforementioned B2-to-singlet channel, where 10 SPFs are required.

Propagation times on the d states are listed in Table II. We note that the propagation on

the A1 state takes significantly longer, as the decay from this state is slower due to the smaller

decay width (cf. Fig. A1). The “second” propagation for computing exp(−iĤfτ)Ŵfd|ψd(t′)〉
generally requires more SPFs, see Table II for details. These propagations had to be carried

out for multiple values of the decay time t′ such that the integral over t′ in Eq. A6 could

be calculated. We found that carrying out this integral with a step size of ∆t′ = 40 fs was

sufficient to obtain converged results.
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